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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
1. The very high lightning flash density in many parts of the United 
States and the large size of the SPS rectenna require us to incorporate 
lightning protection systems in'the rectenna design. 
2. A distributed lightning protection system is described in this report 
that will protect the rectenna components from direct lightning strike 
damage and will, in addition, provide reduced induced lightning effects 
in the power and control circuits. 
3. The proposed lightning protection system should be incorporated as a 
structural member of the rectenna support system; viewed as such, the 
lightning protection system will not appreciably increase the total 
material requirements for the rectenna unless materials are used that are 
incapable of safely conducting lightning currents. 
4. The lightning protection design places the conducting elements so that 
the microwave shadow cast by protection systems falls along the upper 
edge of the billboard on which it is mounted (and the lower edge of the 
next billboard to the north); these shadow areas are only a slight 
fraction of the collecting area, so the protection elements produce very 
little, if any, additional power loss to the rectenna as a whole. 
5. Individually the microwave diodes are self-protecting with respect to 
"average" lightning and those near the center of the rectenna are safe 
from extreme lightning. However, the series connection of the diodes to 
form 40,000 V strings creates a protection requirement for the string. 
Standard surge protection practices are necessary for the string. 
6. Electric power industries usually attribute 10% of the cost of power 
transmission equipment to lightning protection requirements. If this 
factor is not already included in cost estimates, it should be added. 
iv 
SUMMARY OF THE RECOMMENDED LIGHTNING PROTECTION DESIGN -- 
Based upon our research, computer simulations, and laboratory tests with 
a scale model, we recommend a distributed lightning protection system that 
employs a horizontal conducting member with points and grounds placed at every 
bay or billboard (14.69 meters apart). This configuration not only provides 
greater protection than other configurations that were evaluated, it is more 
easily integrated into the structural design of the rectenna. The recommended 
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The objectives of this study are to evaluate the hazard posed by light- 
ning flashes to ground on the SPS rectenna and to make recommendations for a 
lightning protection system that will provide sufficient protection to the 
rectenna. For purposes of this study, the SPS rectenna design is based upon 
the data supplied to us by Rockwell International in July, 1978. 
This study has four major components, each with several elements of 
investigation. The components were: lightning distribution; lightning 
interactions; rectenna damage estimates; rectenna protection. The elements of 
each component are listed in Table A. The study plan was to proceed from top 
to bottom evaluating the elements listed in each component; work proceeded in 
a parallel manner for the four components. The organization of this final 
report reverses this order by presenting the more important results of the 
study first, then following this with the material and considerations leading 
to the conclusions. 
vii 
TABLE A 
Rectenna Electrostatic Protection 
Lightning 
Distribution 
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I. ANALYSIS OF LIGHTNING ROD PROTECTION CAPABILITIES FOR A CONFIGURATION 
SUITABLE TO THE RECTENNA 
1. Cone of Protection Considerations: 
I. 1.1 Definition and Considerations 
The capability of a vertical conductor to attract a lightning flash 
is described by the cone-of-protection, or perhaps more accurately the 
cone-of-attraction. In theory, any lightning flash that would have 
entered this cone had the vertical conductor not been in place, will 
strike instead the conductor and be shunted to the ground. The method by 
which this process takes place is as follows: 
The lightning stepped leader creates high voltages over a wide 
area on the rectenna because of the large charge on the leader 
tip. At points on the rectenna where the electric field reaches 
breakdown values due to local enhancement factors, upward 
propagating sparks are initiated which move to meet the downward 
propagating stepped leader. The upward propagating spark which 
first makes contact with the leader completes the electrical circuit 
and the lightning flash current will pass through the structure that 
initiated the successful upward going spark. 
The cone of protection is primarily a function of the height of 
the vertical conductor because of the field-enhancement factor which 
enables the taller object to initiate the upward spark before lower 
objects. Other factors enter into the consideration of the cone of 
protection, such as the charge on the leader tip and the velocity of the 
leader, because these factors strongly influence the timing of the 
production of upward sparks and the height at which the spark and leader 
meet. In general, the results of research into this subject have shown 
that the larger the leader charge, then the larger the angle B of the 
associated cone of protection. Since larger leader charges are usually 
associated with the larger lightning currents, we find a fortunate result 
that the cone of protection increases with the potential hazard of the 
lightning flash. 
It follows then that the angle B of the cone of protection (See 
Figure 2) varies with the particular lightning flash. B = 45O is a very 
commonly used design angle in the United States and many of the examples 
in this report employ B = 45O. 
Figure 2 
1.2 Distributed Lightning Protection Systems 
The cone of protection and the experimental data used to evaluate 
are specifically related to the single elevated point, and in most cases 
the system under consideration is 10 to 100 meters in height. As will be 
seen later, lightning protection of the rectenna falls into a class of 
structures that requires distributed lightning protection tactics. 
Figure 3 illustrates a distributed system used by power transmission 
companies. The main point is that the cone of protection concept is of 
limited usefulness in the total protection problem. We will use it on 
the panel and billboard scale as a technique to make a comparative 
assessment of capabilities of various configurations. 
2. Lightning Rod Protection Configurations Compatible with the SPS Rectenna 
We have considered three different configurations of lightning rod 
systems in this effort. In the smallest scale system considered each rectenna 
panel (0.74m in width) had a short lightning rod attached; see upper example 
in Figure 4. In the medium scale system each rectenna support structure 
(14.69m apart) or billboard will have an attached lightning rod; see middle 
example in Figure 4. And, in the distributed protection system, short termi- 
nals located on each rectenna support structure (14.69m apart) were connected 
by horizontal conducting structures; see lower example in Figure 4. 
As seen in the analysis of the billboard scale system, it is impractical 
to seriously consider larger scale systems. 
2 
POWER LINES EMPLOY DISTRIBUTED LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEMS, THIS- ILLUSTRATION 
SHOWS A “STATIC’ OR GROUNDED PROTECTION WIRE TAKING A STRIKE AND PROTECTING THE 
POWER LINES BELOW, 
FIGURE 3 . . . 
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PANEL SCALE LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 
FIGURE 5 
2.1 Lightning Rod Protection at the Panel Scale 
In this system configuration a relatively short lightning rod is 
positioned at the top of each panel and oriented perpendicular to the panel 
face (see Figure 5). Conceptually the rod is centered on the top of the 
panel, but in practice it could be on the panel edge without altering the 
results of this analysis. 
Let abe the inclination of the rectenna. Figure 6 illustrates the case 
where 8, the angle of the cone of protection, is greater than a. This figure 




lightning rod and is perpendicular to.the rectenna face. In this par 
projection it appears that the short (example 0.74m) lightning rod on 
panel provides adequate protection to the rectenna. In other project 
see that there are, however, "holes in the armor."- 
Figure 7 is an enlargement (x10) of the lightning rod portion of Figure 
6, and defines the parameters to be used in the following discussions. The 
cone of protection intersects the plane of the rectenna to form conic 
sections: 
(1) If a+ B = 90Othe intersection is a parabola. 
(2) If a+ 13 < 90Othe intersection is an ellipse. 
(this is the case illustrated in Figures 6 & 7) 
(3) If a+ B > 90° the intersection is a hyperbola. 
If we now look at the intersection of the cone of protection with 
the panel for the specific cases above, we see the emergence of the 
protection problem with this type of lightning rod protection configura- 
tion. From the geometry of Figure 7 we see that the axis of the cone is 
at R = L tan aand that the vertex of the conic is at d = L 
























ENLARGED VIEW OF THE UPPER END OF THE 
RECTENNA IN FIGURE 7, 
In a coordinate system defined in the rectenna plane with the origin 
at the axis of the cone and the y axis directed north (toward top of 
rectenna) and the x axis directed east, the equation for conic is: 
22 2(2 2 2 2 
a tan 6)cos a+ 2y sin a cos CL= 1 x cos CI+ y cos a- sin 
L2tan26 L2tan2B 
L 
For the parabolic solution this equation reduces to: 
In figure 8 we have plotted the intersection of cones of protection for 
three lightning rods of lengths 0.185m (=l/4panel width), 0.37m (=l/2panel 
width), and 0.74m (= panel width.) 
In these examples the rectenna inclination angle a is taken to be 45“ and 
the cone of protection 8 is equal to 45". The resulting intersections are 
parabolas for the cases depicted in Figure 8. For the parabolic solution the 
cone of protection is parallel to the face of the rectenna in the vertical 
plane bisecting the panel (The view of Figure 6 and 7 except that 
here CZ= B= 45"). 
At lower latitude sites (below 40") the rectenna inclination angle a is 
less than 45" and the 45" cone of protection intersection becomes an ellipse; 
in Figure G the vertical Grojection illustrates the intersection in the plane 
through the lightning rod. The elliptic solutions leave regions along the 
ibase of the rectenna unprotected. Hence, the parabolic solutions of Figure i3 
and the table (Fig. 9) represent maximum protection capabilities of the cone 
of protection with the panel scale protection configuration. The small 
ellipse in Figure 11 shows the cone of protection intersection 
for rr = 40°, 6 = 45 O, and L = 0.74111. 
2.2 Lightning Rod Protection at the Ray or Billboard Scale 
In this system a longer lightning rod is placed at the center (or 
end) of each bay or billboard making thein 14.69m apart. The Imathematical 
description here is identical to that for the panel scale system (2.1). 
Only sizes are different. Figure 10 illustrates the billboard scale 
system. 
FIGURE 8 
THE INTERSECTION OF THE CONE OF PROTECTION WITH A RECTENNA 
PANEL (THE CURVED LINES) SHOWN IN THE PLANE OF THE PANEL, 
LIGHTNING ROD LENGTHS = +, % AND 1 TIMES THE PANEL WIDTH 
ARE SHOWN PROJECTED VERTICALLY ONTO THE PANEL, 
PP,RABOLIC TYPE SOLUTI3NS 
URPROTECTED AREA 
ROD LENGTH IN METERS UNPROTECTED AREA I;4 2 X ENHANCEMEF!T FACTOR 
,185 1,1% 
,37 ,552 
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FIGURE 10
BILLBOARD SCALE LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 
To illustrate the cone of protection concept for this configuration we 
use as an an example, a= 40°, B = 45O, and L = 7.35m ( = l/2 billboard 
width). The resulting intersection is a portion of an ellipse and is shown on 
Figure 12. Even if these long (7.35m) lightning rods were placed every 
14.69m, a significant fraction of the rectenna (6.7% or when weighted by 
enhancement factor 18%) is unprotected (i.e. is not inside a cone of protec- 
tion). 
Furthermore, there are serious mechanical problems associated with sup- 
porting these long (i.e., over 22 feet) lightning rods. We think these 
examples are sufficient to demonstrate that configurations employing fewer 
lightning rods at longer spacing decreases protection and creates structural 
problems that ultimately will increase the total materials requirement. 
For example, if we were to increase the length of the lightning rod in 
this configuration to the point that it could offer protection to the 
billboard in front of the one on which it is mounted ( i.e. to the south), 
then with the appropriate phasing of rods between rows of billboards we could 
get total protection in the cone of protection context. The length of the 
rods would need to be 12m in order to provide this coverage. 
2.3 The Distributed Lightning Protection System 
The distributed lightning protection approach replaces the many lightning 
rods with a continuous horizontal conducting structure, as depicted in Figure 
13. The region of protection now becomes the volume beneath two planes whose 
intersection is the horizontal protecting structure. This protection tactic 
is essentially the one employed by the power transmission companies. The 
angle between the protecting planes and vertical is variable; 45" is thought 
to be adequate but some designs use 30" for extra protection. This line is 
called the "static" by the power companies and this term is used here for 
convenience. 
Figures 7 and 8 provide the correct geometric considerations for the 
distributed lightning protection if we interpret the end point of the 
lightning rod to be the location of the static. We note that the figures 
apply anywhere along the rectenna, not just in the specific locations required 
by the lightning rod analysis. 
For consistent comparisons with the other lightning rod systems we will 
use a= 45O. Since a < 45O for rectennas below 40" latitude, the top edge of 
the rectenna is protected by the static for any value of L, the displacement 
distance. If we try to use a smaller, more conservative value for B, we will 
run into problems in protecting the top edge of the rectenna with any system 
tht does not cast a radio shadow on an active rectenna surface. The design 
constraint that we will use to specify L will be that the southward plane of 
protection intersect the rectenna surface at the base. Therefore, 
L = 12.2m tan (45O - a). 
For a in the range 45" to 3O", L has the range of values Om to 3.3m. This 
simple analysis ignores the protecting capability of the immediate southward 
row of the rectenna on the base of the row being considered. When these 
additional protective effects are considered we find that: 
12 
For a in the range 45 o to 30 
L = 6.lm (1 - tan a) 
O, L now has the range Om to 2.6m. 
Figure 13 gives the configuration of the distributed lightning protection 
system for' a= 30°, which represents the most difficult situation to 
protect. In this situation the static is displaced by 2.6 meters from the top 
edge of the rectenna; note that the 45" planes of protection provide total 
coverage of the rectenna. 
We wish to emphasize that the set of horizontal statics not only provide 
total protection in the sense that lightning flashes are expected to hit the 
statics instead of the active rectenna surfaces but that this system also 
reduces the induced voltages and currents in the rectenna. We estimate that 




PANEL SCALE PROTECTION COMPARED TO BILLBOARD 
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DISTRIBUTED LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 13 
DISTRIBUTED LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 
ILLUSTRATING FORWARD AND BACKWARD PRO- 
TECTION FOR SMALL INCLINATION ANGLES 
II. SIMULATIONS OF LIGHTNING STRIKES TO THE SPS RECTENNA WITH AND WITHOUT 
PROTECTION - 
--- -- 
A series of experiments were performed in our electrostatic test chamber 
with a scale model of the SPS rectenna. The experiments consisted of exposing 
the model rectenna to a series of high voltage discharges produced with a 
Tesla coil. 
The strikes to the rectenna were photographed using time exposures in a 
darkened room. A wire from the upper plate conducted the discharge to the 
vicinity of the model rectenna and provided us with a limited control over the 
area of the strike. This allowed us to keep the strikes near the volume in 
focus by the camera. 
Different areas of the model rectenna were protected by different 
systems, and one area was unprotected. The following paragraphs describe 
samples of these experiments: 
1. The Unprotected Rectenna 
Most of the strikes were to the upper edge of the billboard because of 
the larger enhancement factor at that point. Several strikes to the billboard 
face occurred. 
In Figure 14, we see two strikes to the unprotected billboard section, 
one of which is to the billboard face. Notice that these strikes are perpend- 
icular to the face when near the face; we would anticipate this because the 
equipotential lines are nearly parallel to the face here. 
In Figure 14, we also see for comparison the'three lightning protection 
systems modeled. To the left is the billboard scale system; to the right is 
the panel scale system; and behind the flashes is the distributed lightning 
protection system. 
2. The Panel-Scale Protection System 
The next three figures are examples of strikes photographed on the 
section of the model rectenna that was protected by the panel-scale lightning 
protection system. 
In Figure 15, we see two strikes on the same billboard, both of which 
terminate on the panel-scale lightning rods. 
Figure 16 shows two strikes from a different view going to two different 
billboards. The panel-scale protection system here is seen to protect only 
the front billboard. Protection is probably greater for real lightning 
because in our experiments we artificially bring the "leader tip" very close 
to the billboard with the wire. 
Multiple strikes to the panel-scale protection system are seen in Figure 
18. One of the strikes goes directly to the billboard face. this type of 




3. The Billboard-Scale Lightning Protection System. 
Two sets of experiments were made with the billboard-scale lightning 
protection system. The one illustrated in Figure 19 corresponds to rods of 
length 7.35m. (A second series of strikes were made with rods cut to one-half 
of this length, but these were photographed in color and are not suitable for 
this report.) Figure 19 illustrates the capability..of these long rods to 
direct lightning to the desired point. 
In Figure 20, we have a side view of a billboard-scale protector taking a 
strike and protecting the billboard-face. Figure 21 illustrates the "hole in 
the armor" of the billboard-scale lightning protection system. Two flashes 
strike the protection system, but a third strikes the billboards between two 
protectors, as predicted in Figure 12. With real lightning this is less 
likely to happen, but it can and will occur. 
4. The Distributed Lightning Protection System. 
The displacement distance of the static from the billboard was scaled 
from 0.74m to make it correspond to the height of the panel-scale protection 
system. Fewer failures-to-protect were observed with this system but they did 
occur. With real lightning, they would be even less likely to occur. 
In Figure 22, we see two strikes to two different billboards from the 
side view. Figure 23 shows two strikes to the same billboards, which were 
rovided with a distributed lightning protection system. One strike is to the 
terminal support rod at the billboard edge, which is the preferred point of 
strike. The other strike goes to the horizontal static line between the 
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III. GROUNDING CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PROPOSED LIGHTNING PROTECTION SYSTEM 
The thundercloud charges induce a large surface charge on the rectenna 
below the cloud; during the stepped leader period even larger surface charges 
are induced on the region below the leader tip. Most of the current flowing 
during the return strokes of the lightning flash must be distributed by the 
grounding system to connect with the induced surface charges. If adequate 
paths for these currents are not planned and provided, the lightning will make 
its own paths. Most of the induced surface charge will reside on the horizon- 
tal statics of the recommended distributed lightning protection system. The 
primary grounding system described here is to provide low impedance paths for 
the redistribution of the induced surface charges and the part of the light- 
ning charge that resides on the rectenna surface. 
1. Primary East-West Grounding 
It is absolutely necessary that the horizontal statics have a good low 
impedance connection at billboard edges. The static should appear to be a 
continuous very low impedance conductor in the east-west direction, as illus- 
trated in Figure 24. 
2. Primary North-South Grounding 
It is also necessary that the statics are mutually grounded in the north- 
south directions; there are two methods of achieving this: 
2.1 Periodic connections north-south at the level of the statics. If 
these north-south statics are aligned along the billboard edges, then 
there will be little power loss due to microwave shadows (See Figure 24.) 
2.2 Interconnect grounding in the north-south direction at the surface 
or sub-surface level (see figure 25) can also be used, but this approach 
creates a higher impedance to north-south currents on the static system. 
2.3 A surface level grounding network is required in addition to the 
primary static grounding network. The surface network must handle the 
redistribution of induced charges on the rectenna surfaces and power 
distribution systems and it provides a safe working environment at the 
surface level. East-west continuity with low impedance connections must 
be provided at the base of the rectenna support structures, and north- 
south continuity with low impedance connections as discussed in 2.2 and 
illustrated in Figure 25 must be provided. Figure 26 highlights the 
surface level grounding network. 
2.4. Interconnections between the primary and surface grounding networks 
should be provided by the vertical conductors located at every billboard 
upper corner; these are the same structures on which are mounted the 
terminals and supports for the statics. The vertical interconnections 
are highlighted in Figure 27. 
2.5 The ultimate or final component of the grounding system is the tie- 
in to Earth ground. 
grounding rod 
At regular intervals in the rectenna a deep earth 
conducting soi~uftorbeeadrFjnveg"ro~~q8the soil to make good contact with a 
28 
,The organization of the earth grounding system should be along diagonals, 
as illustrated in Figure 28. Here we see that the placement of earth ground 
at every fourth billboard but on a diagonal produces a grid such that 
lightning striking the primary grounding network will never have to travel 
more than 30 meters along the east-west conductors before finding a ground, or 
32 meters along the north-south conductors (for a rectenna with a 40" inclina- 
tion angle). 
29 
THE PRUIARY GROUNDING SYSTEfl AT THE STATIC LEVEL 
FIGURE 24 
GROUNDING 
RECTENNA LIGHTNING ROD SYSTEM 
FIGURE 25 
THE SURFACE-LEVEL GROUNDING NETWORK 
FIGURE 26 
VERTICAL INTERCONNECTIONS BETWEEN PRIMARY 




PLACEMENT OF EARTH GROUNDS 
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FIGURE 28 
IV. MATERIALS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR LIGHTNING PROTECTION 
It is premature to specify the final form for the materials for the 
lightning'protection system. We think that the system should be integrated 
into the structural design of the rectenna itself; in this case many other 
considerations are necessary in- addition to the capability to conduct 
lightning currents. The data displayed in Figure 29 (H. Baatz, Protection of 
Structures, in Lightning, Vol. 2, ed. by R.H. Golde) is useful for order-of- 
magnitude estimates of thngTtning current requirements. 
Example: If the design petmits a 100° C temperature rise in an aluminum 
member carrying 10 Amps for 10 seconds, we need approximately 3 mm2 crossec- 
tional area of aluminum material in the conductor. Note that the recommended 
crossections for building codes are larger (- 80 mm2) indicating designs for 
lower temperature operation plus safety margins. 
The lightning conductor need not be solid. From a structural point of 
view a tubular or other extruded shape would be preferable. Such configura- 
tions are compatible also with the lightning protection recommendations. 
35 
Specific values of materials for wire 
Material Steel Copper Aluminium 
Density (g/cm-“) 
Electrical resistance (a mm-’ m-l) 
Heat (cal ‘C-l g-l) 
Melting point (“C) 
1.1 8.92 2.1 
0.17 O-0178 0.029 
0.115 0,093 0,023 
1,350 1,083 658 
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Temperature risa of conductors as function of current square impulse per 
cross-section square; Cu = copper, Al = aluminium, ST = steel, CRS = cor- 
rosion-resistant steel. 




Cross-Section Rod Strip 
Material (mm’) (mm, radius) (mm x mm) 
Air termination Steel, gaivanized SO(25)" 8 20x 2.5 
Rods up to O-5 m Steel, stainless 110 12 30x 3-5 
long 
Down conductors Copper 50 (16)" 8 20x2-5 
Conductors in Aluminiumb 80(25)" 10 20x4 
ground 
[Steel, galvanized O-5 mm 




a Lowest cross-scctiqns used in some countries. 
b Not for use below ground. 
FIGURE 29 
V. ESTIMATE OF POWER LOSS FROM THE BEAM 
A rough maximum estimate of the power loss from the microwave beam due to 
the lightning protection devices can be obtained by assuming that the micro- 
wave shadow cast by the static lightning protection system is twice the 
crossectional area of the devices. We assume that the cgnductors are 2 cm 
wide of 1 mn thickness tubular material, providing 60 mm of crossectional 
area for conducting. The assumed shadow of these structures is approximately 
0.6% of the rectenna area (see Figure 30.). This is a maximum estimate of the 
loss. 
37 
AREA = 12,24~ X 14,69~ = 179,8h2 
< SHADOW AREA = ( ,O~M) (12,24M + 14,69~) = 1,08~~ 
FIGURE 30 
VI. MICROWAVE DIODE FAILURES DUE TO INDUCED CURRENT TRANSIENTS 
The 25 W S GaAs diodes used in the design of the SPS rectenna have not 
been produced and no failure data is available for these devices. In order to 
obtain estimates of failure power of the diodes in the design, we used the 
specification data for the HP5082-2824 microwave diode and scaled the charac- 
teristics to 25 W using the."Wunsch relationship" described in the references 
below. !Je also obtained advice directly from Dr. D.C. Wunsch regarding the 
extrapolated power failure current. 
1. Defense Department Report D224-13042-1 EMP, Susceptibility of 
Semiconductor Components, dated September, 1974. 
2. Defense Department Report D224-10022-1 EMP, Electronic Analysis 
Handbook, dated May, 1973. 
3. Defense Department Report D224-10019-1 EMP, Electronic Design 
Handbook, dated April, 1973. 
Figure 31 shows the predicted failure power for 25 watt diodes, as a function 
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VII. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ELECTROSTATIC FIELD AROUND AN SPS RECTENNA . 
The electrostatic fields produced by the charges on the lightning channel 
induce charges on the rectenna and on the lightning protection conductors. 
Changes in this electrostatic field require a redistribution of charge on the 
rectenna system; the resulting currents can cause diode failure even with a 
lightning grounding system in place. One output of the computer simulation of 
the electrostatic field around the SPS rectenna is an evaluation of the 
induced current on the rectenna with and without the recommended lightning 
protection equipment. 
An additional output from the computer simulation is the potential around 
the rectenna billboard enabling us to estimate the enhancement factors of the 
electric 'field due to the billboard shape. 
The algorithm used in the simulation computes an array of values for the 
potential around the middle of five infinitely long billboards. We assume 
here that the contribution to the local potential from billboards further away 
is ignorably small. The surface charge distribution on the billboards is 
simulated with ten infinitely long line charges evenly spaced along the bill- 
board. The value for the line charges is determined interactively with the 
computer to produce a zero potential contour that has the same shape as the 
billboard. Figure 32 illustrates this simulation. 
In order to compute the potential, we will need U(x,y), the electrostatic 
potential at a point (x,y) in free space, where the coordinate system is such 
that the line of electrical charges giving rise to the potential is located at 
the origin. If we call the y-coordinate the height h, then U(x,li) is the 
electrostatic potential at x and h of a line charge X (coulomb/meter) at a 
height d directly above the point x = 0. There is also a contribution to U 
from the image charge. Thus, 
--I 3 l/2 
U(x,h) = 
From this, the potential distribution around the rectenna may be calculated. 
Let U(l,h) be the potential at x = 1 and y = h due to a periodic system of 
line charges simulating the rectenna (see Figure 31.) We then have that 
where the free-space value for the dielectric constant is assumed and where 
i = Billboard number, 
j = Line charge number on billboard i, 
i 
= Slope of billboard (= tan a), 
= Number of line charges (= lo), 
N = Number of billboards (= 5). 
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SIMULATI'ON OF SPS RECTENNA WITH LINE CHARGES 
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FIGURE 32 
In the presence of a uniform electric field of 100,000 volts/meter 
(directed upward), ten line charges have been selected to produce the array of 
values shown in Figure 33. Three potential contours have been sketched (zero, 
10,000 V, and 100,000 V) around the ten line charges on the billboard. The 
zero contour follows closely the position of the billboard surface, as 
required by the simulation algorithm. Note how closely spaced the contours 
are at the top edge of the billboard. Electric field enhancement factors of 
at least 6.5 exist in this region based upon our simulations. Higher 
resolution simulations would be required to refine the enhancement factor 
estimates. 
The values obtained for the 10 individual line charges found for the 
solution shown in Figure 33 are (in u Coul./m): 
0.36, 0.465, 0.572, 0.679, 0.924, 1.02, 1.14, 1.78, 2.91, 4.14. 
We can convert these to a surface charge density by dividing each value 
by the billboard distance represented by the line charge. The first line 
charge serves approximately 3/2(12ii4 "); the last line charge 
serves l/2 (w); and all others are associated with a length (12ii4 m). 
Figure 34 is a plot of charge/unit area (P Coul./m2) on the billboard as a 
function of length (northward) along the billboard surface. 
When an additional line charge in placed at the position of the lightning 
static, and all of line charge values are adjusted to the new configuration, 
we find the simulated potential function around a protected billboard - Figure 
35. The placement of the static in this example is based upon the discussion 
in Section 1.2.3., with L =0.98m, corresponding to a = 40°. The charge/unit 
length for the static is 4.6 u Coul./m. The charge/unit lengths for the ten 
billboard line charges in (P Coul./m) are: 
0.315, 0.47, 0.51, 0.57, 0.87, 0.89, 0.90, 1.35, 1.78, 2.1. 
These line charges may be compared with the unprotected.billboard charges 
corresponding to the solutions of Figure 35. The protected billboard charges 
approach approximately one-half of the corresponding unprotected charges. 
The line charges used to simulate the rectenna are normalized to a 
charge/unit area through division by the associated lengths, as previously 
described, to obtain the induced charge distribution on the protected rectenna 
billboard. 
Figure 36 is a plot of charge/unit area in Koul./m2 as a function of the 
distance (northward) along the billboard face. 
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VIII. COMPUTATION OF LIGHTNING ELECTRIC FIELDS 
In section VII, a rectenna was simulated in the presence of a uniform 
electric field of 100,000 Volts. The induced surface charges derived from the 
simulation are directly proportioned to the imposed electric field strength. 
In this section we describe a computer program that was written to derive 
values for the lightning-produced electric fields as a function of time and of 
distance from "ground zero" - the point of strike. We have run the program 
for a range of lightning parameters obtained from actual measurements reported 
in the literature. 
The program computes the contribution to the electric field from the 
thundercloud charge center participating in the cloud-to-ground flash, the 
charge on the lightning channel, and the images of these charges. All charges 
are allowed to vary with time in a manner consistent with observations [Ter- 
restial Environment (Climatic) Criteria Guidelines for Use in Aerospace --- 
Vehicle Development, 1977 Revision; Edited by John W. Kaufman, NASA Technical --- _ ^  
Memorandum /8118J. 
Figure 37 displays the relevant equations and configurations covering 
leader phases of the computation. 
the 
In Figure 38 the equations and conditions during the return stroke por- 
tion are shown. The program used in computing the fields is provided in the 
appendix. 
The material following Figure 38 provides the tabular and graphic data 
used in these computations for the return stroke phase. These data are 
contained in Figures (39-44) inclusive. 
The output of the computer program is a "blow-by-blow" history of the 
electrical field at a specified distance from ground zero as a function of 
time. Figure 45 displays one section of the output from one of the computer 
runs. This corresponds to a worst-case situation, 10 meters away from the 
very-severe-model. The units of time are seconds(along the abscissa), and the 
units of the ordinate are kilovolts per meter. 
Table 8.4 in figure 46 provides a summary of the output for the various 
computer runs. Listed are the peak negative fields, the peak positive fields 
(when positive fields occur), and the d and AT for the portion of the flash 
with the peak rate of change of electric field. 
These values are our input data to the computation of diode failure when 
used in conjunction with the induced surface charge results of the rectenna 
electrostatic simulations. 
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STEPPED OR DART LEADER PROCESSES: 
'0 (~5 KM) 
INITIAL SPECIFICATIONS Q, h-10 Cod> 
TFMPORAL FUl\iCTIONS: 
v, (-do5 M/S) 
T =o ) Y=Y, 
= x Y, - VLT 9, (N-5 Coul) 
Q = Q, - P, (Y - X> 
P = P, = Q&f0 
SOLVE FOR E, (T,D) FOR TSTL WHERE 
TL = (Y, -X,)1 v, 
XL (-50 METERS) 
FOR T7TL , EL (T,D) = E, (TLJD) 
1 
2P 
E = FiZC CD2 + X2) 
l/2 - 
U 
WC0 CD* + Yo2) 
3/2 
FIGURE 37 
RETURN STROKE PROCESS: 
Y,, Q,, 'Q, 
INITIAL SPKIFICATIONS 
SAME AS LEADER PROCESS 
Tt = T -T 
TEMPORAL FUNCTIONS: v., ( - 5 XLlo7 M/S) 
Y = v RT' X = 0 
I(T) 
P = f IdT/Y FOR Y<Yo 
Q= 0 
"O P = 5 I&T/Y0 FOR YTYo AND PS- P L 
Q= 0 
P = -P, 




SOLVE FOR E, (T',D) FOR T 7 TL OR T' 7 o 
TOTAL FIELD ET(~,~) = EL CT~,D) + ER (T,D) 
TERMINATE COMPUTATION WHEN Q z 4, - Q L) 
1 .1 









1. First Return 
Stroke Surge 









5. Second Return 
Stroke Surge 
6. Second Stroke 
Intermediate 
Current. 
DETAILS OF A VERY SEVERE LIGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 1) 
Key Points 
I 
Rate of Current Change Charge Passing 
t= 0 i= 0 
- t= 2ps i = 200 kA Linear Rise 100 kA/ps 0.2 c’ 
t = 100 ps i= 7kA i 
Linear Fall - 193 kA in 98 ps ,-.I 10.2c 
t = 100 /Js i= 7kA 
t= 5ms i=lkA I Linear Fall - 6 kA in 4.9 ms 19.6 C 
t= 5ms i=lkA I I I I 
t= 55ms i = 400 A Linear Fall - 600 A in 50 ms 35.0 c I 
t= 55ms i= 400A . I I 
t = 355 ms i = 400 A 
I 
Steady Current 120.0 c 
I 
t = 355 ms i = 400 A II I ’ I 
t= 355.002 ms i= lOOk 1 Linear Rise N 50 kA/ps N O.lC 
Linear Fall - 96.5 kA in 98 ps N 
t = 355.1 ms i= 3.5kA 
5.1 c 
t= 355.1 ms i= 3.5kA 
I 
Linear Fall - 
t 360 i= 500 A 
3 kA in 4.9 ms 9. 8 C 
= ms 
* Coulomb (C) is the quantity of electricity transported in one second by a current of one ampere. 
FIGURE 39 
400 A 400 A 
: SECOND STROKE 
CONTINUING CURRENT 
: INTERMEDIATE 
I I ?I RST PHASE SECOND PHASE 
i 
I i CURRENT 
? 
, I I I 1 I 
2 P! 100 /ls 5 ms 55 ms 355.1 ms 360 ms 
355.002 ms 
TIME INCREASING --) 
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A VERY SEVERE LIGHTNING MODEL 
(MODEL 1) (Note that the diagram is not to scale) 
FIGURE 40 
DETAILS OF A 98 PERCENTILE PEAK CURRENT LIGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 2) 
‘Stage : Key Points Rate of current Change Charge Passing 
- 
1. First Return 1 t= 0 i= 0 
1 - Stroke Surge 
t= 5/B i 100 kA I 
Linear Rise 20 kA/ps 0.3 c 
Linear Fall - 96.5 kA in 95 ps +, 4.9 c 
t = 100 
ps 
i 3.5kA I 
2. First Stroke t = 100 /Js i 3.5kA 
Intermediate 
I 
Linear Fall - 3 kA in 4.9 ms 9.8 C 
Current t= 5ms i 500 A 
3. Continuing t= 5ms i 500 A - Current-- 
1 
Linear Fall 300 A in 50 ms 17.5 c 
First Phase 




t= 55ms i 200 A Steady Current 60 C 








200 A 200A 1 
: CONTINUING I I 
I ! CURRENT 
; 
I 
CONTINUING CURRENT i 
1 FIRST PHASE SECOND PHASE 
I I 
5PS lOO/.ls 5 ms 55 ms 355 ms 
TIME INCREASING + 
1 DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF A 98 PERCENTILE PEAK CURR’ENT 
, LIGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 2) (Note that the diagram is not to scale.) 
FIGURE 42 
Stage 
1. First Return 
Stroke Surge 









DETAILS OF AN AVERAGE LTGHTNING MODEL (MODEL 3) 
Key Points 
t= 0 i= 0 
t= 5ps i= 20kA 
t = 100 ps i= 2 kA 
t = 100 ps i= 2kA 
t= 5ms i = 300 A 
t= 5ms i = 300 A 
t= 55ms i = 100 A 
t= 55ms i = 100 A 
t = 355 ms i= 100 A 
‘Rate of Current Change 
I Linear Rise - 4 kA/ps 
Linear Fall - 18 kA in 95 ps 
I Linear Fall - 1.7 kA in 4.9 ms 










w 300 A 
3 I\ 
I SECOND PHASE I 
5w 100 ps 5 ms 55 ms 355 ms 
TIME INCREASING - 
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF AN AVERAGE LIGHTNTBG MODEL 
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FIGURE 45 
TABLE 884 
VERY SEVERE MODEL 98 PERCEhTILE MODEL AVERAGE MODEL 
Peak Peak AE/AT Peak Peak AE/AT Peak Peak AE/AT 
Distance Negative Positive Peak Negative Positive Peak Negative Positive Peak 
-8.5X105 2.8X106 2.2x106 -5.95x105 1.81X106 6.46X105 -5.09x105 1.30x106 5.68X105 
10 m 
1.2x1o-5 3.oox1o-6 2.59x1o-5 
-5.7x105 1.7x105 4.37x105 -3.88X105 1.04x105 3.59x105 -3.10x105 6.1X10" 1.14x105 
50 m 
2.2x1o-5 2.5x1o-5 2.5OX1O-5 
0-l 03 
-3.49x105 2.49x104 2.15X105 -2.36X105 1.75X105 -1.85X105 5.47x104 
100 m N/A N/A 
2.2x1o-5 2.5 X1O-5 3.5x1o-5 
-8.94X104 3.79x104 -6.15X104 2.96X104 -5.12X104 
500 m N/A N/A N/A N/A 
3.2 XlO-5 4.5x1o-5 
-5.35x104 1.69X104 -2.61X104 -3.29x104 
1000 M N/A N/A WA N/A N/A 
4.2x1o-5 
FIGURE 46 
IX. COMPUTATIONS OF DIODE FAILURE 
We are now to the point of having generated all of the data that are 
required to evaluate the conditions under which the microwave rectifier diodes 
will fail due to induced currents from nearby lightning flashes. For a 
given d and AT (from Table 8.4) we obtain from Figure 31 the power required 
for diode failure and from Figure 32 the induced charge/unit area on the 
rectenna surface. We assume that a diode designed to operate at 67 V will 
have a breakdown voltage of about 100 Volts. 
The surface area of the rectenna that has an induced surface charge of 
the size sufficient to cause diode failure is then computed from comparison 
with areas of the rectenna served by individual diodes and by series strings 
of diodes. Sample computations follow. 
SAMPLE COMPUTATION OF DIODE FAILURE 
(98TH PERCENTILE - 10 METER - NO PROTECTION) 
1. 98 percentile model - 10 meters: AT = 3 x 10 -6 and d = 6.46 x 105. 
2. Expected diode failure power from Figure 30: 
3. Energy dissipated in the diode: 250 Watts x 3 x 1 
Joules. 
4. Charge transferred across 100 Volts diode breakdown voltage = 7.5 x 10m6 
Coulombs. 
5. 
x 6.46 = 19.38 x 1O-6 c/m . 
1 and figure 37, the indu2ed charge/unit area 
6. From steps 4 and 5, the rectenna area with surface charge equivalent to 
the charge required to cause diode failure is: 0.39 m . 
7. Area served by diodes: rectenna center, , 
25 wattA = 0 11 m2- rectenna edge 25 watts 
230 w/m2 l ' '10 w/m2 
= 2.5 m2. 
8. Compare 6 with 7: single diode configuration near rectenna center is 
safe. Single diode configuration near rectenna edge is vulnerable. 
9. However, the diodes are to be put in series (597 to a string) hence the 
diodes near the bottom must carry all of the induced current to the 
entire string. For these bottom-string diodes the area 2erved with 
respecs to the induced charge is: rectenna center, 60 m ; rectenna edge, 
1400 m . 
10. To protect against the 98 percentile flash within 10 meters of ground 
zero would require fast surge protection diodes (back to back zeners) on 
all diodes in the rectenna. This extent of protection may not be cost 
effective; however the considerations in Section X indicate that simpler 
protection arrangements will probably be effective near the rectenna 
center. 
FAILURES PRODUCED BY THE AVERAGE LIGHTNING FLASH 
The situation considered here is the extent of the protection required 
for an "average" lightning flash if we are willing to accept losses from the 
extreme cases. 
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The computation sequence follows the same procedure described immediately 
above. Here we use data for the average flash from Table 8.4 at a 10 m 
distance from ground zero. 
SAMPLE COMPUTATION OF DIODE FAILURE 
(AVERAGE FLASH, 10 M, GIITH *'STATIC" PROTECTION) 
:: 
From Table 8.4: E = 5.68 x lo5 v/m; AT = 2.59 x lo- 5s. 
3. 
From Figure 6.1: -8s watts. 
80 w x 
z 
.59 x 10 s -2x10 
_ 3 
Joules. 
4. 2 x lo- coulombs. 
5. From 1 and Figure 38: 1.5 x lo- 6 x 5.68 = 8.52 x lo- 6coul/m2. 
6. From 4 and 5: Area = 2.35 m2. 
7. Since the recpenna area served by individual diodes even on the 
edge < 2.5 m , the individual diodes are self-protecting and able to take 
an "a@rage" lightning flash. 
8. However, when arranged in a series stack of 597, the diodes at the 
bottom of the stack must conduct the induced currents for the whole 
stack. The diodes cannot safely carry these currents. 
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!. X. LIGHTNING PROTECTION FOR SERIES DIODE STRINGS 
As demonstrated in Section IX, the connection of microwave rectifier 
diodes in series requires special lightning protection considerations. We 
cannot make specific recommendations for these protection devices at this time 
because the rectenna current design is not advanced to the point that allows 
such detailed analysis. Rockwell International has provided us with an equiv- 
alent circuit for the rectenna; a slightly modified form of that circuit is 
shown in Figure 46. We have assumed that the series connections are to be 
made at the points indicated by the large spots and that the output filler 
operates around 30 Hz. A series string of rectenna elements of this design 
can be protected with a variety of methods. One cost-effective means is a 
spark gap arrangement incorporated in the diode feedthroughs, or the output 
filter inductors, or on the billboard configuration itself. 
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RECTENNA EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT AT 2,45 GHz 
25Ofi I I SERIES ., I CONNECTION I 
T 
a------, _ 1 
* 1 I* ! d-m--- 
l w .I I I SERTES 
;&INPUT FILTER 
I I 
KDIO;DE- IGOUTPUT FILTER 
CONNECTION 
FIGURE 46 
XI. CLOUD-TO-GROUND LIGHTNING DISTRIBUTION IN THE UNITED STATES 
In order to have a working estimate of the hazard presented by lightning 
to rectennas, we need to know the cloud-to-ground lightning flash density for 
various possible rectenna sites 'n the United States. 
h 
The cloud-to-ground 
lightning flash density (in #/km for example) is not a parameter that is. 
measured as a climatological variable. We have found it necessary to use the 
number-of-thunderstorm days as a proxy variable because it is available as a 
climatological variable. Figure 47 gives contours of annual number-of- 
thunderstorm days. 
x1.1. Pierce Conversion Formula 
Several attempts have been made to derive a conversion formula to convert 
thunderstorm days into the flash density by using lightning flash counters in 
research areas for correlation with the count of thunderstorm days. The best 
of the various conversion formulas is that due to E.T. Pierce ("A Relationship 
Between Thunderstorm Days and Lightning Flash Density," Trans. AGU, 49, 686, 
1967.) The Pierce formula (as does most others) has-a quadraticterm, which 
reflects the relationship between frequencies of local storms and storm 
intensity. In addition, the formula utilizes the monthly thunderstorm days as 
opposed to the annual average in order to incorporate seasonal effects in the 
conversion formula. 
This formula is 
A* = aTM + a2TM4, 
where: TM = monthJy number of thunderstorm days and CM is the monthly ground 
flash density (#km /Mt.) The parameter a is, 
a = 3 x 10 - 2 
If u is the annual ground flash density (# km-*/yr.), then 
U= 
x1.2. Climatological Data -- Number of Thunderstorm Days 
The inputs needed to compute the U.S. Distribution of ground lightning 
flash density are: (1) The monthly number of thunderstorm days for all U.S. 
stations recording these observations, (2) the coordinates of the observing 
sites, and (3) the computer software to compute the density and display the 
results geographically. 
Items 1 and 2 were obtained from "Local Climatological Data - Annual 
Summaries for 1977" published by The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis- 
tration on magnetic tape. The geographic plotting software of Item 3 was 
obtained from The National Technical Information Service, and the computer 
programming was done by J. L. Bohannon at Rice. 
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A detailed list of flash density for all of the stations used is provided 
in the Appendix. 
Note the hot spots on the contours in Figure 48 that result when stations 
are located near geographic features that promote local thunderstorms. There 
are probably other similar hot spots in the U.S. that do not show up on this 
display because of the absence of an observing station nearby. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTION OF THE NUMBER OF THUNDERSTORM DAYS 





Computer programs developed under this contract. 
All programs are in FORTRAN H, unless otherwise specified. All of the 
programs were run,on an IBM 370/155 and/or an Itel AS/6 computer. 
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Apendix A 
Computer Program PANEL: 
A Computer Model of the SPS Plasma Interaction 
The following pages are the listing of the program "PANEL," written to 
model the interaction of a high voltage solar array with an ambient Maxwellian 
plasma. The program was originally written by Dr. Lee W. Parker and was 
modified for application to the SPS problem by David L. Cooke. 











x l'RINlER3 A _I 
END jO0 2404 
END JOB 2404 
EN0 JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOE 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
END JOB 2404 
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4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 I'M 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PH 27 MAR 79 
4:03:OO PM 27 MAR 79 
4:0;'1iIO I'M 37 tiAR 79 
4:bi: rli) bti 27 HiiR is 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PH 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 I'M 27 MAR 79 
4:62:00 PM 27 HAli 79 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
4:02:00 PM 27 MAR 79 
















LEVEL 21.8 C JUN 74 1 OS/360 FORTRAN H 







































































FORMAT(42HlSOLAR PANEL ELECTRIC FIELD AND CURRENTS. r20A4) 







KEAD(L,222) cYP J)rJ=l,JJP) 
HEAD(L,222) (YM J),J=l,JJH> ! 
~ti~Dc~,2.22) (LL(K>,K=i,KK) 
READ PANEL POTENTIALS 
KEAD(L,116~CVPc~~rI=l~~V~,VRF 
RI'AD(L.1 ~~SKPl~FL,SKPLST,ILX,IUX,KLK,HBC,MBD,NFPS,SKPCO 
Ic 0l-l 140 NI' -1,NJOJ 
X(NI’C.l)=O 
XCNPC; 2,=0 
IIMl= II MbIY 
JJMl = JJykJ 
DO 150 T = I 
00 150 J = 
III = iIi.l-11 
N = NFCT,J,l 
X(N,l) = VP( 








IFCSKt'KFL.EQ.11GO TO 163 
DU 160 I = ILX,IUX 
DO 160 K = KLK,KUK 
ii f %;KJW K> 
X(NW,l) ='VR; 

































ISIJ 0094 240 






















“N”w = K+MOD  NFC I, JU,K) 















00 170 I=1 
NN = NFCIF 
XCNN,l)=VF 
IONAL FIXED POTENTIALS 
.31GD TO 220 






































































TIVE X-VALUES DE 
ITIVE Y-VALUES 0 
POSTTIVE ON PAN 
POSITIVE OUTSID 
NECATIVE=/(I3,1 








!%%J G PANEL/ 






















NI~YOEK =# I= 
FV.1, 7 
I.1 SCALE =* 
7 ~I~STNGLE 5 
34HSINCLE E 
2;‘ISINGLE 1 
I.1 ALPHA =s 
Lf. IiETA =s 
ic LY =9 
-t?UKANOOH T 
f-1 SOLIARE H 
I I 1 NlEKFAC 
I titiTNTEKFAC 
lullIN1‘EKFAC 
Y -2zti -0 t 
$PROB;; 7 9 6;I&m ‘VA: 
,-i9.O;liH ELECT 
@$NSION OF PANEL 
1: E* 
3HY =rFlct.S~ 
=,F10.5, 6H V 

































WRLTE(Me563) (K,ZK~K),K=lrKKA) P 
L. 







IF(SKPLST.EQ.l) GO TO 660 
NFPP=(NTOT/300)+1 







DO 700 J=l,JJ 
DO 700 I=l,II 
N = NF(I,J,l) L 
lo0 












DO A00 K=lrKK 
DO 800 J=lrJJ 
DO do0 I=lrII 
N=Nt=(I,J,K) 
VV(I,J,K) = K<N,l) 
CONTINUE '. 
L 




26HlARRAY OF POTENTIALS AT ZC,I2,2Hl=,F8.4// 
q ,3X,C8(FU.4.4X)/ZOX)) 




900 CONJINUE r- 
L 
NPROB=O 
1000 READ(L,333,END=99) ~PRINT,NPTS,HA,H8,HE KHAX,HORE 























IFtNl'PS.EO.0) WRlTE(M,445) XI'T,YPT 
IF(HE.EO.0) WRITE0!,446) EV 
IFtMA.EQ.0) WRITE(M.447) XPT,YPT,ALlrEElrEV 
iS.LE.O.l STOP 






IF(TVOLTS.LT.0.) PARTCLC2 )=PART2C2) 
WRITE(H,448) CUR,PARTCL 
CALL POWER 




























OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN,OPT=02rLINEtNT=6O,SI.Zfi=0OO0Ks 
SfluRCE,EDCDIC,NOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,MAP,NOED~T,NOID,NOXR~F 
SUtlROUTINE ORBIT 
STEP ACROSS 3-D BOX ASSUMING CONSTANT POlENTIAL UITHIN BOX 











HENCE PARTICLE DOES NOT MOVE) 













OTCN21.EQ.O.) CO TO 101 










'--A. ,, , 
FIND SHORTEST SIGNIFICANT TIME 
L 
TIHIN=TOO!l 
DO 200 NR=l,6 
























X=X. + XDOT*TIHIN 
Y=Y + YOOT*TIMIN 
Z=L ) ZDOT*TIMIN 
XSAV=X 
YSAV=Y 












IFCNTIME.EQ.-2) SAVE=YSAV ‘\ 
IF<NTIME.EQ.-31 SAVE=ZSAV 
- -.._.... - 
C 
ISN 0080 
ISN ooal %SURN 
6\ ,... .-_ , . -.- ‘-- ,. 
L 
‘( ,#.--“ 
LEVEL 21.8 C JUN 74 1 OS/360 FORTRAN H DATE 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= MAIN OPT=02 LINEtNT=60,STLE=0000K 
SnURCE,E8COiC,NDLI~T,NODECK,LDAD,MAP,NOE~IT.NOID,NOXREF 






; ROUTINE FOR EVALUATING CURRENT?DENSITY INTEGRALS OVER VELOCITY SPACE 
COMMON/OK/IIH,ITP,JJM,JJP,KK,NTDT,IV,JV,IT JJ,M,N,VPc3D), 
1xYLc2080 3) vvc30 20 10) XP<30> XM(lO) Viq~O~ YMClO) ZL(lO)c 












IFCTEMP.LE.O.1 WRITECH,999) TEHP 
FORMAT C////1X 3DHTROUBLE - 
IFCTEMP.LE.O.5 RETURN 



















2 'ISN 0025 











; SET UP SUMS OVER TRAJECTORIES 
IF(HA.EQ.0) GO TO 250 
1FCNN.EQ.i) YRITE(Mr990) HA,MD,NUMBER 
990 l=ORMATC/lX,I4,16H ALPHA-INTERVALS 3X I4 15H BETA-INTERVALSs6X. 
1 5HHENCE,I4,35H TRAJECTORIES FOR f!ACk EkERGY-VALUE) 
c 
IFCME.EO.0) GO TO 200 
W!=,$*;E. 
KEMAX=ME 
IFCNN.EO.1) YRITECM.9881 ME.ME2 
988 FORMAT<lX,I4,27H.ENERGY INTERVALS AND HENCEsI4,14H ENERGY VALUES) I- 
b 
GO TO 300 
i SINGLE VALUE DF ENERGY 
;oo JEMAX=l 
KEMAX=l 
IFCNN.EO.l) WRITECM.966~ EV,EE 
986 FORMATClX.31H MONOENERGETIC CASE WTIH ENERGY,lPE16.4,30H VOLTSs OR 










+ ISN 0070 





GO TO 300 








DR,FZO.B , 8H RADIANS 
OR,F20.8 , 8H RADIANS 
OR DIMENSIONLESS VALUE 
t SUM OVER ENERGY, BETA, AND ALPHA 








E INITIAL POSITION, 
L z=o. 
xy:;gy; 
IhA.EQ.0) GO.TO 320 P 
CA=CA<JA) + FLDATC2*KA - 1 - MA))/FLOAT(HA) 
SINA=SORTC.5*tl.+CA)) 
COSA=SORTCl. - SINA** 
C 
@E;~~;~(J"> + FLOATC2*KB - 1 - MB))/FLOATCHB) 













1 AND.KGOUT.GE.l.AND.KGOUT.LE,KKA) GO TO 340 















9999 FORHAT</////lX,43HONE OF THE IG-JG-KG INDICES IS OUT OF RANGE) 






IFCtiE.GT.01 CD TO 350 c la 
E=EE 
GO TO 400 
550 CE=<A(JE) t FLOATC2*KE=l=HE~~/FLOAT<HE) 
E=Cl.tCE)/(l.-CE> 
IFCXHACH.GT.l.) E=XHACH+*2*Cl.+CE)/<l.dEl 
E=E + AMAXlCPHI, 0.1 













NPRINT.NE.2.AND.NPRIN T.NE.3) GO TO 490 
TRAJECTORY 5 PRINT INITIAL CONDITIONS OF 
I. 
WRITECM.982) KE,JE,KB,JBsKA,JA,BEl,ALleEV,PVOLTS 
982 FORMAT(/lX,SZHKE,JE, fIETA,ALPHA ENERGY POTENTIAL= 
1,/1X,3CI3,12),1PE22.8 !%J!ii~Gr%:h3 ,4H DEG,&E16.4:2H V14X, 
2 E16.4r2H VI 
C 
URITE(H,980) 
980 FORMAT< 9X. ;;!%;TEPS 
1; JG 
Z 







t TAKE A STEP 
L 
490 IF CKSTEP.EO.0) GO TO 550 
500 CALL OKUIT 
KSTEP=KSTEP t 1 
IF<NPRINT.EO.3) WRITECM,BBB) KSTEP,K,Y,Z,XOOT,YOOT,ZDOT,IGOUT~ 
1 JGOUT,KGDUT,PtlI 
IF(KSTEP.LE.HSTEP) GO TO 550 
URITE(fl,998) MSTEP 









































l.AND.Y.GE.YPCl).AND.Y.LE.YPCJV1~ GO TO 600 
IFCCX.LE.XXCl~.AND.ZDOT.LT.O.~.OR. 
l~X.GE.XX<II).AND.ZODl.Ll.O.))GD TO 600 
IFC<X.LE.XXCl~.AND.XDOT.LT.O..AND.ZDOT.GT.O.~.OR. 
CY.LE.YYCl).ANO.YOOT.LT.O.).OR 
:<X.GE Xx(111 AND XDOT GE 0 AND ZiiOT.GT.O.,.OR. 
2 
tY:GE.YYC~J,.iND.YiOl:G~:O.)=OR. L' 
(Z.CE.ZZ(KK).AND.ZDOl.GT.O.~1GO TO 700 
7 
IFISKPRFL.EQ.l) GO TO 538 
IFCCCY.LE.<YY(MBC)-.5*Z)).AND.CY.GT.CYYC~~C~-.5*~ZC~UK~~~).OR. 
lC<Y.GE.CYY(MBD~+.5*Z~).AND.CY.LT.CYY~HBD~+.5*ZZCKUK~~~~ 
2.AND.X.GE.XXCLLX~.AND.X.LE.XXC1UX~~ GO TO 600 
CONTINUE 
IF (Z.NE.O..OR .ZDOT.GE.O.) GO TO 540 
ZDOT=-LDOT 
IF (NPRINT.EQ.3) URITECH,B88) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XOOT,YOOl,ZOOT,IGOUT, 
lG;Gtl~Tj&#JT,PHI 
CONTINUE 




lKGOUT.LT.l.OR.KGOUT.GT.KKA) GO TO 330 






















IFCNTIHE.NE.3.AND.NTIME.4) GO TO 570 




IFCNPRINT.EO.3.ANO.YDOTS.LT.O~ URITECH,888) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XDOT,YOOT, 
1 ZOOT~IGOUT,JGOUT,KGOUT,PHI 
IF<NTIHE.NE.5.AND.NTIME.NE.6~ GO TD 590 




IFCNPRINT.EQ.3.AND.ZDOTS.LT.O) WRITE(H,888) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XOOT,YOOT, 
lG;O~;,;$U', JGOUT,KGOUT,PHI, 
L 








590 CALL INTERP. 
lFCIGOUT.LT.1.OR.IGDUT.GT.IIA.OR,JCDUT;LT.l.OR.JGOUT.GT.JJA.OR. 
lKGOUT.LT.l.OR.KGOUT.GT.KKA) GO TO 330 
ISN 0207 IFCNPRLNT.EQ.3) WRIlE<H,BBB) KSTEP,X,Y,Z,XOOT,YDOT,ZOOT,iGOUT, 
1 JCOUT,KGDUl,PHI 
ISN 0209 GO.TO 500 
C 
f% %P 
zo;ARTICLE IS ABSORBED' 
CONTINUE 
IFCNPRINT.NE.2.AND.NPRINT.NE.31 GO TO 1002 
r% OOE 
FATE<l>=ENDlCl) 
ISN 0215 c 
[;T;:2j;;NDli21 




















IF<NPRINT.ED.l> GO TO 720 
IFCNPRINT.NE.2.AND.UPRINT.NE.31 GO TO 740 
FATECl)=END2Cl> 
EfiT:;2;#02(2) 
720 WRITECM.982) KE,JE,KB,JB,KA,JA,BElsALl,EV,PVOLTS 
740 NOESC=NOESC + 1 
IFCHE.EQ.0) GO.10 750 L 
CSANGL=ZDOT/SQRTCXOOT**2+YDOT**2+ZDOT*"2~ 
XPON=-2.*KMACH*SQRTCE)*CSANGL - E - XHACH**2 
.COEFA=SPEED**2/FLOATCNUMBER) 
IF<ABS~XP!lN).GT.36.1 GO TO 1000 
ADO =COEFR*EXPCXPON) 
OENS=DENS + ADO c 
L 














i END OF SUM OVER ANGLES 
FRACT=FLOAT(NOESC)/FLDATCNUMBER) 
C 
YSN 0251 WRITE(H.978) NOESC,NUMBER,FRACT,EV,OENS 
ISN 0252 978 FORHAT~/lX,16HRATIO ESCAPING =,ISr 7H OUT ClF,I5,14H OR A FRACTION, 
1 F13.8.14H AT ENERGY E =,F13.B, 6H VOLTS,4X.6HCDENS=,lPEl4.4,lti)) L :szi OOEZ IF(NPRINT.EO.0) GO 10 BOO IF(yE.NE.0) WRITE(H,976) 
ISN 0257 976 FOKMAT(lX,BOHOENS IS THE SUM OF AOO=SPEED**2*EXP~XPON)/NUMBER OVER 
1 A HE.MISPtlERf OF DIRECTIONS//) 
c , 
YSN 0258 800 IF<ME.EQ.O) GO TO 1001 
ISN 0260 COEf'E=2./( 1. - CE)**2/FLOAT<HE) 
ISN 0261 IF(XHACH.GT.l.) COEFE=COEFE*XMACH**2 
ISN 0263 OENST=OENST + COEFE*DENS 
ISN 0264 1001 CONTINUE r L 
ISN 0265 IFCME.EQ.0) OENST=SPEEO**Z"FRACT 
E TRAJECTORY YITH HOSJ STEPS. PRINT K AND J INDICES. la 
x 00;“6; WRITECM,972) HOSTPS~KES,JES,KBSIJBS~KAS,JAS~JAS 972 
:ssi 00% 




t=ORMAT(/lX,26t~AT OIHENSIONLESS X,Y,PHI =,3F12.6,1H,,5X,lPE16.4, 
TSN 0271 
REf;;N= NORMALIZED CURRENT OENSITY FOR,2A5//) 
ISN 0272 EN0 
LtvtL 21.8 ( JUN 74 1 OS/360 FORTRAN H 






































g ISN 0024 





















IF(XA.EO.XI~IIA~) ;; ;"o $03 
IF(INT.NE.0) 
~~~~OlI=2,IIA 
IF;X;.LT.KICI)) GO TO 103 
CONTINUE 
IF(XA.GE.XICIC+l1~ !i; f! ;;; 
$;W~.fE.XI(IG)) 
IF(XA:LT.XI(IG)) GO TO 101 
GO TU 103 
IG=TG+l 
IF(XA.GE.XICIGtl)) GO TO 102 
NCH=l 
CONTINUE 
ACCEPT IF XI<IG) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO XA LESS TliAN XIIIG+l). 
LOCATE YA 
IF(YA.EQ.YJ~JJA)) JG=JJA-1 




















































IF(YA.GE.YJCJG+l~~ GO TO 202 
IF(YA.GE .YJ(JG)) GO TO 204 
JG=JG-1 
IF(YA.LT.YJ(JG)) GO TD 201 
$~;*fo3 
IF:YA.GE.YJ(JG+l)) GO TO 202 
NCH=l 
CONTINUE 
ACCEPT IF YJ<3G) LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO YA L.ESS THAN YJCJG+l'). 
LOCATE LA 
IF(ZA.EO.ZK<KKA)) KG?KKA-1 
IF<ZA.EO.ZKCKKA)1 E$ f; 33;; 
IF(INT.NE.0) 
;;-$01K=2rK~A 
IF:Zi.LT.ZK(K)) GO TO 303 
CONTINUE 
IF(ZA.GE.ZK(KG+11) GO TO 302 
IF(ZA.GE.ZK(KG)) GO TO 304 
KG=KG-1 
IFCZA.LT.ZK(KG)) GO TO 301 
MT;+;03 
IFiLA.CE.ZKCKG+l)) GO TO 302 
NCtt=l 
CONTINUE 
ACCEPT IF ZK(KG) LESS THAN OR EqUAL TO ZA LESS THAN ZKCKGtl). 







IFCX.NE.Xl.OR.XOOT.GE.0.~ GO TO 400 
xG1'l 
Xl=Xx(IG) 




LSN 0101 IFCZ.NE.Zl.OR.ZDOT.GE.0.~ GO TO 600 
ISN 0103 
TSN 0104 
ISN 0105 r 
i 
ISN 0002 


















$ CURRENT DENSITIES AND POWER LOSS L 
CoHHnN/0K/IIH,ITP,JJN,JJP,KK,NTOT,IV,JV,II,JJ,M~N,V~~~~~~ 
1XY~(2060,3~,VVC30,2O,lO~,XP~3O~,XM~lO~,YP~2O~,YM~l~~,ZZ~l~~, 
















Ea.01 WRITf(H,997) Xl'l' Yi'T,ALl,OEl,EV 





MEANS NO TRAJECTORY PRINTING) 
PRINT INDICES OF ESCAPING TRAJECTORIES ONLY) 
PRINT FIRST AND LAST STEPS OF ALL TRAJECTORIE 






,c NON-DIMENSION4LtZE THE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION. THEN RESTORE CIT END. 
L 
ISN 0025 00 200 K=lsKK 
b 
DO 200 J=l.,JJ 
G 
:zN" 00%' 00 200 I=l,II 
ISN 0028 VVCI,J,K )=VV(I,J,K)/TVOLTS 
ISN 0029. zoo CONTINUE 
ISN 0030 
i DEFINE THE PANEL POINTS AT WHICH THE CURRENT AND POUER IS EVALUATED 
C CASE OF A SINGLE POINT 
C 
IFCNPTS.EP.O.OR.MA.EQ.01 COEFM = XMETER**2 
C 


















































IF<NPTS.EQ.O.OR.HA.EQ.O~ GO TO 250 
PO = 0 
PRTC3=’ 0 
E Kr 300 
KMAX=l 
CONTINUE 
00 400 KY=l,KMAX. 
;; 4"fli KX=lrKMAX 
JY=l,JYMAX 







K z ;;Ep 







F * XHETER** 
EA/4./FLOAT( 
UTE EACH CURRENT DEN 
‘t;It b&E9 DENSITY 
DENCUR=DENST"CUR 
POWOEN=PVDLTSkOENCUR 











995 FORMAT (6X,12HAT POINT NO.,I3,lOH, WITH X.=rF10.5r13H METERS* y 
1.F10.5.27H METERS, AND COEFFICIENT =,F10.5,14H SQUARE METERS) c 
F0 To - KM 
1 - KM 
,t (XP 












IFi.NPTS.GT.O.AND.MA.GT.01 WRITE(M,994) NA XPn,XPPH,YPMsYPPH 
994 FORflAT( /5X,lbH IN SUB-AREA NO.,I3,1X,17H~OUNDED BY X IN Cr 
1 F10.5.3H TOsF10.5, 9H) METERS,,4X,13HAND BY Y IN (9 
C 
2 F1;0&3H TO,F10.5, aH) METERS) 
WRI-TE (M.995) NP XPTM,YPTH,CO FM 
WRI*TE(M,9aa) PVOtTS,DENCUR,PO DEN,PARTCL ifi 
988 FOR+iAT(6X,S3HTHE VOLTAGE, CURRENT DENSITY, AND POWER f;;S;:I ;RE 
1/6X,lPElb.b,bH VOLTS,4X,E16.4,23H AHP/CSO=METER1. m -9 
2 24H WATT/(SO-METER), 










ISN 0107 TAREA=TAREA + AREA 
1st~ OlOA TCURNT = TCURNT -t CLI 
TSN 0109 TPOUER = TPOWEK + PO 
ISN 0110 200 CONTINUE 
L 
ISN 0111 WRITE (H,982) 
























CU = CU + COEFH*DENCUR 
PO = PO + COEFM * PDWOEN 
400 CONTINUE 
AVCD = CU/AREA 






FORMAT(: lX,lDtiTN SUB-AREA NUHBER.13,BH OF AREA,lPE 
l METERS,/52H THE AVERAGE CUHRENT OENSITY AND POWER 
2 E16.4.19t-i AHP/(SQ-METER) AND,E16.4,16H UATT/(SP-ME 
FORMATl /lX,18ttIN SUB-AREA NUMBER,l3,2BH THE CU;f?;N 













;z;;;TY ARE =s 
';A;;O POWER ARE 
POWER,PARTCL 
CURRENT AND PO!;; ;;Il; 
4,13H WATT, I 
CD,AVPD 
TOTAL PANEL AREA OF,lPE 
URRENT DENSITY AND POWE 
TER) ANO,E16.4,16H WATT 
ARE = :s 1PE 16.4, 
16.4r 







RESTORE POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION TO DIMENSIONAL VALUES 
600 CONTINUE 
DO 700 K=l,KK 
00 700 J=l,JJ 




COMPILER 0 PTIONS 
ISN 0002 













ii LNfN: = 
OT,IV,JV,II JJ,H,N,VP<30), 
rXHC1O~.YPc~O1 YH(10) ZLClO), 
iRD,VRF,NFPS SKFRFL SKbLST 
7~,INDX~208d,b),SK~CO 
51rLOUTC5) 
KP=cItiE + (VP-1)*60 .+ <If'-1) * 300 
;;j;K.GT.NTOT.AND.NP.EQ.l) RETURN 
.CT. NTOT) GO TO 300 
NYAX=NP 
KOUT(Nl') = KP 
~&L$.EO.l' XDUT<NP) = X<KP,l) 
IFCLST 
ED. 2) XOUTCNP) =XYL<KP 11 
IF(LST 
:E3. 2) YOUT(NP)=XYt(KP,h 
.EO. 2) LOUTCNP) =XYLCKP,3) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO (40014501,LST 






U>f 3bU t-UKIKAN tl 
ISN 0002 
ISN 0003 
COMPILER OPTIONS - NAME= HAIN,DP J=O 
SDURCE EBCDlC,NDL 
SLIDROUTINE RELAX 












































DO 500 N=l,NTOT 

















SUM = SUM+FN*X(NN,l) 
SUH = SUMtFS*XCNS,l) 
SUM = SUM+FE*X(NE,l) 
SUM = SiJM+FW*X(NW,l) 
SUM = SUM+FO*X(ND,l) 





X(N.1) = OMEGA*SUHt(l.-OMEGA)*Xl 
DELTA = ABS(X(N,l>-X11 
IF(AUS(Xl).GT.l.E-13) DELTA=ABS((X(N,l)-X111X11 
IFCDELTA .GT. DELTAM) DELTAM=DELTA 
CONTINUE 
IF(ITK.GT.ITMAX) WRITE~H.8988) ITR 
IF(ITR.GT.ITMAX) GU TO 700 
FOKMAT(////lOH MORE THAN, I4,llH ITERATIONS) 
IPR=ITR/SOO 
IF(IPR.LE.IPROLD) GO TO 600 
IPKOLD=l PR 
GO TO 800 
IF(DELTAH.GT.EPS> GO TO 200 






























1 SN 00 6 d 
I SN .ooi,9 
I:N 0070 
c 
7 0 0 I GIl=E 
a00 NFl'P=(NT-Ol'/300) +l 
tICI 900 IP=lrNFPP 
!dRITE(H,7777'I ITKIEPSIDELTAHIOMEGA 
7777 FUI(~AT(lSII1SOLIJTION AFTER 16,2X,25HITERATIONS WITH TOLERANCEa 
1 Fl.Z.~j,QX,lBHMAXIMUM OIFF~RENCE,F12,8,8X,6HOMEGA=,F8.5) 
CALL LrISTCl,IP) 
900 CONTINUE I. 
LEVEL 21.8 < JUN 74 1 OS/360 FORTRAN H 




ISN 0003 COMMON/flK/IIM,IIP,JJMIJJP,KK NTOT,IV JV.11 JJ,H,N,VP(30) 
~XYL~~~U~,~~,VV~~~,~O,~O~,XP~~O~,XM~~~~,YP~~O~.YM~~O~ ZL(iO), 
ISN 0004 2Xx(40~,yY~30~,lLX,IUX,KUK,M~C,MB~,VRF,NFPS,SKPR~L,SK~LST 
ITJJ=lI*JJ 
ISN 0005 1SN 06 ~;4~II&hl 
ISN OOOtl NKfJ=i &:J$;;:1, 
MDO(N,IIJJ) .EO. 0) K=K-1 
1SN 0003’ I  10 f;;IJ;:I'; 
ISN 0012 I=IJKI: 




ISN 0014 ENI, 













g ISfi J N 0019 8
a E %21 
;;N" m.-& 
ISN 0025 
COEFFICIENT ARRAY = COEF(N.7). MHERE 
COEF(N,l)=CN (NOKTH=+Y NEIGHOORJ 
COEF(N,2>=CS (SOUT~I=-Y NEIGHBOR) 
COEF(N,3J=CE ('EAST=+X NEIGItUOK) 
COEF(N,4)=Cti ( WEST=-X NEIGI-IROR) 
COEF(N ,5>=cu ( 6)-CD DO;;=+Z NEIGHHOK) 
COEF(N:7)& ( 
=-Z NEIGHBOR3 
= CENTHAL POINT1 


















1) GO TO 20 
) ND,COsNS CS.NW CW,N.CC,NE,CE,NN,CN,NtJ,CU 
,lti(,I4,2HJ=,1PElO.b)) 
OATE 


























to ISN 0036 

























OPTIONS - NAME= HAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=6O,SIZE=OOOOK, 
S~~URCE,EUCDIC,NOLIST,NODECK,LOAD,HA~~NOEDIT,NOID,NOXREF 
SlIDROUTINE CUOCMP,C,A) 
COMHON/t~K/IIM,IIP,JJM,JJ~,KK,NTDT,IV JV,II,JJ,M N VPC30) 
2XX~40),YY(3~),ILX.IUX,KUK,HOC,h~D,VRF,~FPS SKbRFL SK;LST 
lXYZ~2080.3) VV~30,2Or101rX1'(30) XMd) YP(201 Yk(i0, ZZCiO>, 
CU,~MON/CCC/CN,CS,CEICU,CU,C~,CC,NN,NS,NE,N~,NU,NO' 
NF(IX,JX,KX) = IX+XI*(JX-11 + II*JJ*(KX-1) 
A:O. 
C=O, 
cAli FIND(Is J,K) 
IFCI .EQ. 1) GO TO 100 ' 
IF(I .EO. II) Gp TO 200 
NH=NFCI+l,J,K) 
NL=NF(I-l,J,K) 
DXgXYZ(NH,l) - XYZ(NL.1) 
;U TO 300 
IH=NF<Z.J.KJ 
)X=XYZ(NH,l) - XYZ(N,l) 
;O TO 300 
IL=NF(lI-l,J,K) 
IX=XYZ(N,l) ^..__.. - - XYZCNLsl) 
IFCJ .EO. 11 GO TO 400 
IFCJ .EQ. JJ) GO TO 500 
NH=NFCI,J+l,K) 
;;=$(1.J-1 .K', 
Z~m&,Z) - XYZcNL,Z) 
NH=NFCI,2,K) 
DY=XYZ(NH,2) - XYi!CN,2) 
GU TO 600 
NL=NF(.I ,JJ-l,K) 




.EO. 1) GO TO 700 
RETURN 
.EQ. 2) GD.TO 000 
Ni=f) 
IFCK .EO. KK') RETURN 
$;;(I,J,K+l) 
~;&":;';;a31 - XYZ(Ns3) 
ND=0 






























z ISN TSN 0033 2























































liO.1) GO TO 100 
Ei).II) GO.TO 200 
C b1,J.K) 
;K) 
1 - XYZ(VL,l) 
: - XYZ<N,l) 
J,K> 
- XYZCNL,l) 
GO TO 400 
I GO TO 500 
+1) 
-1) 
1 - XYZCNL93) 
: - XYZ(N.3) 
K*l) 
- XYZ<NL,3) 
GO TO 700 


















OS/360 FORTRAN H 
DATE 




~x~L(2080,3)~VV~30,2O,~O~,XP~3O~,XM~lo~,YP~2o~ YM(10) zz(lo), 
~XX(~O),YY(~O~,ILX,I"X,KUK,~~C,~BO,VRF,NFPS,SK~RFL,SK~LST 
COMMDN/CCC/CN,CS,CE,CWICU,CU,CD,CC,NN,NS,NE.N~.NU.ND 


















b 1st~ 0032 



























CALL FINDCI, J, K) 
IF(J.EO. 1) GO TO 100 
IF(J .EQ. JJ) ti0 TO 200 
NH=NF(I,J+l,K) 
NL=NF(I,J-1.K) 
OY=XYLcNH,Z) - XYZ(hL.2) 
Go TD 300 
NH=NF(Is2rK) 
DY=XYZ<NH,Z) - XYZ(N.2) 
GO TO 300 
NL=NF( I,JJ=l,K1 
OY=XYL(ry,Z) - XYZCNL,Z) 
CDNT~NUE 
IF(K .Er3. 1) GO TO 400 
IFlK . EO. KK1 GO TO 500 
NH=NfC I, J,K+l) NL=NFf T- I-Y-l> \l,“.l\--*, 
EoZ=Fi 
mF.3) - XYZ(NL,3) 
0”” 
NH=NF(I,j,2) 
DZ=XYZ(NH.3) - XYZ(N.31 
GO TO 600. 
NL=NF( 1, J,KK-1) 
DZ=XYZ(N,3) - XYZCNL,3) 
f;~;;“““. 
.EQ. 11 GO TO 700 





IFCI .ED. 1) RETURN 
td~$(I-1,J.K) 
;ii;;l;CN ~11 - XYZ(NL,l) 
RETUKN 
END 
“JI 3ov rUKlKAN Ii 
CDHPILEA OPTIONS - NAME= HAIN,OPT=02,LINECNT=6O,SlbELOOOOK~ 
SOURCE,EBCOIC,NDLIST,NOOECK,L~~A~~,~A~,t~OEDIT,ND~D,NOXREF 

































CONSTRUCTION OF COEFFICIENTS (MATRIX ELEMENTS) 
.tN LIYEAR DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS 









1 OUJ’UP 'J,UDJ'ODWN'/ 








1000 FORMAT(1H1J18HOFIELD CALCULATION) 
~RITE(H,2000) 






















i tl;;l;;CATID" TO SOLVE HELHHDLTZ EDUATIDN USING LINEARIZED SPACE 
DEBYE-LENGTH-LIKE PARAMETER. 
E 
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DO 400 MP=1,2 
CALL CEU(HP,C,AR 
IF (MP.C-0.1) 00 
IF (MI'.E0.2) 00 
IF (NDO.GT.0) UR 
cc=cc+c 
IF(C.CT.O.l GO 1 
XXX=XYL(N,l)-X.0 
ALPHA=ALPHAF(XX 






DO 500 HP=l,2 
CALL CUD(MP,C,AR 
IF (MP.EO.1) DO 
IF (MP.EO.2) DO 
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DATE 
Appendix _B_ 
Computer Programs: Electric Fields Produced by 
Cloud-to-Ground Lightning Flashes 
The following four pages contain a listing of the computer programs 
written to compute the electric field produced on the ground as a function of 
time and distance from "ground zero" by the charges associated with a cloud- 
to-ground lightning flash. This program was written by Jerry L. Bohannon. 
Bl 




IWLICIT’ INTfCER*L i 1-N) 
OIflENSlON RS112.1~~.RSfS.(Z.108 ,, 
ObTA TPIE/~,~~O~ZE-L~/;TI~~~E~,~E~~/ 
OATA ICARDW-C-/i 1TER.W’:T-/;I if-Y--/.&Tit-N-I 
OATA EnA/~IrgLS-f.r~Y/Y-‘:lCL~-/. IBEL/~r07S7~/.&3~/X lf1d’/ 
OATA LRU/X- lfi)ll-1,ZCR/~iC12.-/. IYJTIr1013'/. f.~L1x'lo16-( 
.DATA IAINtr'OFJ. IA~.F(X-~OF~~.WCLI X-GO-/. fHDMe’/X’O8-/ 
OAlA 18CY/X-‘lE13’/ 
DATA RSI(-1.1 ~/O,'J/~RSI42~.~~~C!,O/~.RSI~2.1~~/0~0/ 
OAT4 PIE/ 3- L415926C I 
-UbTk’ R!iO/Z,O E-9/ 
CROQT= 1, /3- 
UR ITEt 14.. it 
f OR?iAT-t ‘-1-b 



















Uf?IT~f~l-5.4~ iLA7N. ¶lrA. IBE;L.ZR?F 
,FCR?lAT4 2A2w’ L~G+tl-~r~nG SO;LT SlPUL.AT!i-CW+ -ROL-ti2A2) 
WRIT-Et L4.llt‘ IBkw tGR 
FORHAT< AZ.-‘READ :DAT# FRO fl CARCS :DFi TERMINAL-,-A2 1 - 
.READCZS. 12) :IYHERE 
‘FC!R?lATfAlb 
:I FC I;U)iERE,EQ- iCARDSRGOTti 50 
-IF<.fWiERE,EQ, ITERa IGCTOB 70 
WRIT-Et IC.lCa LRD. IRCG 
f GRSAT< AZ.‘r-Rr .ACAlfiT .A2 1 
GOT0 10 
READf1iSl.ENO=999¶ -YO,QC;L+QSLtVSL~~YRSil GRSC<&JB. 1=1~2#~~2~9~ 
‘FQRMATt54F6, O,ZXb/BEZf1011/ Lb 
iC(ITcl 90 
URITE< 14.71) Iflk 
F ORHAT< AZ.’ ENTER fLUAT KG POI!kT LNITX AL LCONOITXCNS f&O’1 
MRITEt 16175 h IBL. Ltf7 
F QR-?lAT t A2 .- kN IT DAL :HE ICH T K~I’. A 2 1 
READC l-5.731 tYU 
WRITEtf4.76) IBL, ZCVI 
FORHAT. A2.-.CLCUO WARCE CllUL-. A2 B l 
READ< 15.73, r3CL t 
dJRlTE<14.72) 181. ICn 
~FCR~AT(A2:STEfPEO LEADER CHAGCE CCWm-. AZ) 
,REAOf E-5.73) :I.lSL 
FDRflATtfb,O, 
URfTEt 14.74) ISL. XCn 
FORI(AT( A2 .- STEPPED LEdDER VBLCCITY ES n/S-.A2) 
REAU(15.73) LYSL ; 
lURlTE( 14.77):. IBL.ICK 
FDR?iATC A2 .- RETURN STROKEI bEC;UCITY E7 rl/S'.A2, 
READCLS.73b :VRS - 
WRITE{ 14.80) IBL.Itll 
F ORtIAJc A2 .- ENTER a -T,Iws WS) AND CURRENTS fKtA;HF) TCl OE’FXNE Ttu?f/ 
a-RETURN STROKE 2FLO .i-/:‘!-,!9r.-!--.PZ) 
00 32 k2.9 
READ(L5.?31~ cRSIt-l.J)l.RSI (k-1) 
IF<RSIt l.Jt, LT- 1, 88 GCTLh ia 
CGNr INUE w 
81 :fORMATCtF10,~3~ 
93 vsis= VSL 
RSlil.lQ)=RSIf1.9# 
‘00 lcG2 J=l. 1:) 
RSfSt l.Jl=RS CU. JB 
RSIS(2,J)=RS It21 JI 
RSIGl.JB=RSI t 1; JJ/las:;, 
RSCCZ.JB=RSX <2c3)rL0.:0, 





DO .I035 172. 9 
A=RSItZ.I)' 
B-‘RSi (2,X-l #: 
C=RSI c2,1*1 B: 
fF(.~CT.B-ANO,A,;GT-C I ZU.T=! 
t 035 !CCNT.IRUE 
VRSS=YRS 
1 0 0 VSC- VSL*l-3 E5 
YD=YO* 1 O-1 i, 3 
!VRS=VRSF1-CE 3 
;DTS&=f _ 3,E-4 ’ 
L’l5 URITE(14.110 b IRL,ICY 
LlC FORHAT< AZ.‘W-IAT :IS RADflrS-.A2 i 
READY 15.73~ ‘0 
lJRfTE<13.111 I IR-DwIKGY 
11 1 FDR)IAT< 2.AZ/-LT-) 
.OO 1301 L=I. 32OOC 
-(Jo1 K=f 
URITEA 13';149) 
149 FOR~AT~~X;“SI UNITS-//B 
.SO NRl TE t 13’. 1Sita YCiS.UCL.QEL .VSCC. VRZI5.RSTS.D 
15 L FCR:?tATt E%.-WEIGHT=-‘.F7,;:‘,.- K7/1X.-P-CL.OUO= ‘-.W,lr- C-1 
SlX,' Q-LEADERf- -.f6-1.’ C.'IlKi-V-LEAOER- -1F6.1.' ES tI/rS-/1X+ 
3 -U-RETURN= ‘.$=6-f. - E7. r/S- /LX.- RETURN STRQKE HS. KAflP’f 
si~~2F1’(!~C/~~‘~IX,-RAUl~= ‘.3=6-Z.- R-///b- 
-URitECI 3.152 1 IRG. IR’D 
















IF1 ABS(E)-CT,ABS<E?iAX)) .ErAX=E 
IFtA8StE) ~LTf.S.r!Ec~ ‘CCTD 211 
WRfTEIl3.210~T.E.x 











FDR#ATt F16-7. FI’6,C. F16,;5~FE6,T.Ifcl:.C16,7.F16."~ 
IF~AA8S~E~.LTI.5~:!E4.OR.K,~GT.~~.5E3~ DTSt=It.jE-3 
T=T*DTSL 
IFIXiLT.SO- J GllTO 53 i 
X=YO+VSC ST 





















IF<Y .CT,YGJ iGOT 522 
P=OlY 
:StRY R= 1 ,C fS.QR T( WD+X* Y b 
E=EjL+P~(DI~SLRYRJr’PPlE 
IF* ALBS(‘E J .CTr.ABSa EtiaX f t .E?AX=E 
IF<~OT,LT,KRNT,.AWD-ABS?E“J.LT,5-(3E4f G(3TQ 51’ 
URITE< 13.215 b T,X,Q&Y:KR;NT ,!TR.RI 
COT0 519 
tUl?f TEt 13.501 J 
:CONTlI WE 
P=Q/lY 0 
IFCP ,GT,!‘LJ !GDTLz 572 
E=ESl+P+(DZ--StRY JfTPIE 
.IF(ABS(EJ.GT,ABS(En~XJJ .EpAX=E 
IF~1UT.LT.KR.NT,AND.ABS<E;).1IT.S.::E4) GDTU 521 
1WRITEf13v215J .T..T.~1YU.KIRhT,!lR.RI 
-CdcZ. CURENTtlRSI .-Q,OT~.TR.tR I.MRl’tT.KOtO~ 







E=ESL~PL*(DE-SLfhYJ~rPIE~)OGSr:SLRYa3/TQ IE i 
IFtABS(E‘f,.GT,A854Enb’Xft .EtA.N=E 
IF4 IOf,LT-KWUT. AND. ABS( E’f .LF,S,CE4 f CUT0 571 
URITE~l3.215'~ T~:E-O.:YC.K;R~T,ITR.R~ 
-C&C CURENT~~RSI.Q.DT.TR,I~!,K’R~T..K’OLDJ 
IFdR I-LE.?,0 f SUTO 6L.a; 
T=T+DT 
GOT0 57; 












f-ORflATt//lX,‘--CRT= -.rF10,;4,- -C-.5X,-EHAX= -.E12-4. - VIK? J 
~idRITE<lS.631) IBt.?Bl.IGR.IKEL 
FCRAATt 2A2.’ 00 YtBJ iMART rAnOTHER RP:Il IUS. 21.2 J 
READt X5.12) :XAO 
IF<fAD,EO-IYJ CUT3 1..5 
IF< sAa-E~,fw GaTa 650 
MRITEClC. 14) IRD. LGR: 
GCTO’ 652 
URITEt14.65l~J IBl.fCR 
F ClRl’lA f< AZ .- 110 YQU U&NT. AINCTHER EVENT-,A2) 
REAUt.15.12J : CE 
:XF( TE,EO. IVX GOTD 13 
:IH EEiEQ, INJ GOT0 95:; 
:URI TE ( 14c 14) .IRDcffiR: 
xsOTU 652 
WRIFECPC;998mJ IRD 
FORPlUTt AZ;‘MU. MORE CAROS ‘J 
URfTE<l4;95lrJ IKA,IGR 






XCPLICTT INTEGER 12 (‘I-NJ 
Ot?dENSION RSCf2.1;) - 
IF~XOlD,EO,KRNTbi GOT0 50 
TA~RSi~lrKR’NT*Lt-~I~l.IKENi) 
iF~TAU;LE,O,DJ GOT0 !lZi) 
CF4TAU;LE,l, Ofr5 J Dt=ceS:E-6 
IF(TAU; CT. 1 - 2 E-5, ALnR,.TAU- LE i 1 -YE-4 t DT= 1. ;-.E-5 
XFITAUwGT.1,3 ~4,.ANU-lAU:.LE.l-:!E-3 b DT=l, iE-4 
IFfBAU,GT,l, BE-3,ANa.TAU:.LEiL.~E-2 1 -DT=l::E-3 
IFdVAU;GT,I _ 2E-2, ANO .TAU..LE .‘Z -“E-l b .OT= 1 s ::E-2 




IF~TRR~GT,RSS11,KRN~+IJ Ji CT=RSI< lrKRNT+l.J-TR 
R!=RI+DEL I+DT 




IFIZR,CE.RST (IrKRNT+lJJ lKI;NTi=KRNT+ 1 
RIL=RlZ 
RETURN 







Computer Output Listing: Cloud-to-Ground Lightning Flash Density 
The following seven pages are the computed output from the program that 
calculates the lightning flash density (cloud-to-ground) from the monthly 
thunderstorm days using the Pierce Conversion. This program, written by Jerry 
L. Bohannon, uses the Normals, Means and Extremes data from "Local Climatolog- 
ical Data -- Annual Summaries for 1977" published by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, Environmental Data Service, Asheville, North 




























&I NG SALXON 
KODIArC 
NOME 
ST PAUL 13L:vJ 
SHEY.MA IsLax_> 
SUM’4 I T 
TALKEETNA --- UtiAKLrc I 
YAKUTAT 
AZ FLAGSTAFF 




A2 F02T SMITH 
AK LI TTLti ii3Clt 















1.12 3 079 








4.J 70 3.75 
0.33 3.13 








5, ‘JO 3.32 
33 30 a.77 













3. 73 1. Lj2 
6.75 1.27 
c5 












DE ‘JY ILM I NSTCN 
DC wASHiNGT3N (3C4) 








































































15.43 563 33 
51.42 15od7 
20.62 04s 33 
1 .i7 




IN ,V.4NSV ILLE 
IN FORT WAYNE 
IN IN3 Iic,YC=‘fiLI S 
IN SW+ acN0 
IA WRLINGTGN 
IA 3ES h431YES 
IA DURUdUE 
IA SIOUX CITY 
IA d4TERLOO 
KS CJNCC RD 1 i 
KS JSIJGE C I TY 
tis GOC3L4tuO 
AS T3PEKA 
AS tlICH1 TA 
KY LZX INGTON 
KY l-cluIsv ILLiE 
LA ALEXArVD;i IA 
LA a3 TClN ROUGE 
LA LAKE ChA?LEi 
LA Ncvr :llbiL? ANS 
LA Sti~EVE1>3~T 
ME C>fiIc+OU 
Ll iz POE TL 4ND 
YD .aALT I YZRE 
MA 33STGN 
‘4 A NANTUCKET 
MA rvO;tCE3TEd 
59). 53 Il.95 
co.73 11.22 





6s.. \37 16.95 
7;). 46 23.07 
75.3a 22.5; 
Zd. 93 20.3.d 
540 15 13.21 
c7 
IM I DT;r,‘lT (OTT) 
:4 I ClZT-iJiT (3T.r) 
M I FL IrrT 
.M I G2AND :iAPIG3 
M N MI NNE APSL IS 
MN ~+~CII~ST.~~ 
MN SA I NT CL~3U”u 
MS JACl(iZN 
MS Mt .A I D AN 
MO COLUblt5 IA 
Mij KANSAS C;TY (i’-iC’I) 
MO KANSAS CITY (hlKC) 

















NE tiAAND ISLAklD 
NE Li NCSLN ( 4PT) 
NE LINCCLh (CITY) 
NE ,VC)r;F*JLK 
NE ~3RTt-i PLATTE 
NE ObIAHA (CITY 1 
NE CMAHA (.ZPPLY FIELC) 
NE SC2 TT Si5cUFF 
NE VALSNT IiuE 
NV ;LLKZ 
?JV EiY 
NV LAS VEGAS 
IN v ?fN;; 
IN v WINNfnUCCA 











350 76 7.54 
53.75 15.33 





2aa 75 5j,Jti 





235 b3 Co 12 
23,61 Q, 36 
47. ,G7 1107c 
4ti.33 13.77 






ST ATE 3 T A T I -1 N 
NJ 4TL4NTIC CITY 
PUJ Nf .4 AR r( 
IL J TAENTJN 
N Y AL54NY 
NY 131 tiGi-iA ,*lT JN 
N Y tidFidL2 
VY NFW Y09K. (CITY 1 
N 0 i 4RGO 
ND E!IS..lA?K 
YD n1 LLI 5 TON 
i; h 4K.iGN 
3l-i ;INCINNATI (AZ55 365) 
Oh CINCINNATI (APT) 
J t1 CLcv~~LahD 













44.00 12. li 
4d.75 j-23 
kl. 39 40 35 
ab.57 11.30 
4 5 .x 67 13.67 
ho. 12 10.42 
32.33 50.39 
33. .?a; 70’29 
26r77 5065 
43.. a1 -3.13 
so* 41 1’ 052 
4s 0 23 i-15 
3.5. a2 0.65 
a2r 45 5*33 
c9 
I;84 ALL-NTCWN 320 B2 6.31 
PA AVOCA 31.05 5.66 
PA El4IZ 33.36 6,Gtl 
.? A HAA SdURG 32.74 6854 
PA PHILADELPHI4 26n 81 A.56 
PA PETTSi3URti 35-23 6.-JaJ 
PA HILLI AySPO;iT 3452’1 7.11 
PA SAN JUAIN 3*3,73 7092 
RI BLJCK ISLAND 15-73 2otd 
21 Pi?OVI ljENCE 20.42 3-27 
so A&3E90Ci<N 35.03 SD HURL7N 40, .34 Z’k’5 
SO -74PIO CITY 02.r 42 12:17 
SD 3 I *JUX FALLS 43.63 10023 
TN BRISTJL 45.50 lC.55 
TN CHATT4N30CA se. 11 13.35 
TN KNOXV I LLE 47* a.3 10.30 
TN ME:-iPH IS 52.33 10.25 
TN NASHVILLE 3314.2 12,42 

















C3RPUS CHI? IST I 
DALLASaFT WC)R TH (OF w 1 









































ST 4TE STAT 13.~ 
TX WACC 
TX #ICrlITA FALLS 
TT JDHl’dSTaN I SLFNC 
TT KC;iiG ISLANO 
TT KwAJ4LEI N I SLANG 
TT MAJUR3 ATOLL 
TT PONAPE ISLAND 
TT TRUK ATGLL 
TT aXKE ISLAND or 93 1.3c 
TT YAP I SIAN0 16.03 2.48 
UT MILF~dO 320 uo 7.33 
UT SALT LA&E CITY .3’5.29 6.d4 
UT i#ENCJV?? 2-3.30 5.77 
VT GURLINGTCN 
VA LYNCHBURG 400 50 2.13 
VA NORFOLK 37.07 7m 0.9 
VA 5-I ChM3NO 36.75 7.63 
VA ci3A~3KE 37.53 5.13 
WA OLYMPIA 
WA SEATTLE (APT) 
WA SE4TTLE (CITY 1 
tiA SPCKANE 
WA STAMPE3f PASS 
‘w A *ALLA #ALLA 
WA YAK IHA 






VrI GREEN i3AY 34.73 6.49 
WI LA C’Z.2 SSE 43.15 Ljm2-G 
*I MAOISJN 40.62 7.96 
UI MIL.dfaUKEE 35.31 0.40 
I ‘I CAS?ER -3402ri 7.35 
WY CHE YE;JNE 46rde 13.41 
WY LANOIZR 31.71 7.3s 
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